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WHO ARE WE?
Aqua Plastech is a South African company
which import and distribute a wide range of
high-quality waterproofing and sealant
products manufactured by Shalex Industries
in Australia. The Shalex range is either tested
in the USA according to ASTM standards or
the Australian Standards Bureau and have
built a reputable brand globally since 1974.
Aqua Plastech (Pty) Ltd
REG NO

2016/272055/07

PHONE

087 802 0300

MOBILE

072 401 3825 | 072 378 1257

EMAIL

info@aquaplastech.co.za

WEB

www.aquaplastech.co.za
www.stickittilerepair.com

PHYSICAL
ADDRESS

7B Ninth Road
Chartwell North Estate
Bryanston 2191
Johannesburg
South Africa

AVAILABLE
AT
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PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
StickIt™ is a one solution product that can be
used to fix drummy or delaminated tiles on
both walls and floors, it can also be used as
a waterproof adhesive for timber joints, lifting
carpet, laminates and linoleum.
StickIt™ can be used to repair cracks on
cement render or plaster walls rebonding
and providing new structural integrity to the
area and preventing further deterioration. It
is ideal for sealing between pavers or tiles to
stop ants or weeds growing and can be used
on natural stone, porcelain, travertine as well
as concrete and clay pavers. StickIt™ can
also be used to fill air bubbles in paints and
wallpaper.
Using StickIt™ means you do not have to try
to remove tiles risking breakage and avoiding the need to have to try to match an
original tile or grout colour. It has been
designed with a home user in mind, and
feedback from our customers are letting us
know it is saving them money.

“Stickit worked fabulously on our very badly
cracked wall. The product is amazing and will
save us thousands on having it re-rendered.”
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1 LITRE KIT

5 LITRE KIT

KEY FEATURES
STICKIT™ is a
one solution product
that can be used
to fix drummy
or delaminated tiles
on both walls and floors.

It has been designed
with a home user
in mind.
Feedback from
our clients:
"it's saving us money!"

It can be used as a
waterproof adhesive
for timber joints,
lifting carpet,
laminates
and linoleum.

Using STICKIT™ means
you do not have to try
to remove tiles
risking breakage
and avoiding the need
to have to try
to match an original tile
or grout colour.
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TECHNICAL DATA
Coverage:
Wall Tile
1 litre = approx. 10m²

PRODUCT USES
• To fix drummy
or delaminated floor
and wall tiles
• Fill Bubbles in Paint
or Wallpaper

Floor Tile
1 litre = approx. 5m²

• Loose Laminates
• Creaking Wood Floors

Drying Time:
12 - 24 hrs

• Timber Joint
or Crack Adhesive

Fully Cured:
3 days

• Reinforce Cement
Render or Plaster

Clean-up:
Water

• Rebond Carpets

Shelf Life:
24 months
Store Below:
35°C
Application
Temperature:
5°C - 25°C
Application:
Pressure pump
and drill-bit provided
in kit
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INSTRUCTION VIDEO’S

SET-UP & CLEAN-UP

FLOOR TILE REPAIR

INJECTION
DEMONSTRATION

REPAIR LOOSE TILES

WALL TILE REPAIR

TIMBER JOINT REPAIR

A DRUMMY TILE DILEMMA

REPAIR DRUMMY RENDER

REPAIR BUBBLE IN PAINT

“Great idea and great product! We’ve been looking
for a product like this for our bathroom renovation
business. We see a lot of loose tiles. Simple to use
and very convenient. Good job folks!”
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PACKAGING OPTIONS

AVAILABLE AT

1 LITRE REFILL

1 LITRE KIT

5 LITRE REFILL

5 LITRE KIT
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PREPARATION
• All you need is a drill.
• StickIt™ comes with the drill bit
and all the other hardware you
need to complete the job.
• Assemble the nozzle and
prepare the surface according
to project instruction guides.
• Drill and fill and leave to dry.

DRILL

FILL
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APPLICATION
FLOOR & WALL TILES
To identify the drummy or delaminated area tap gently on
surface of tile with a large coin or metal object. Delaminated
areas will sound hollow and give a different tone to
solid/bonded sections. Mark out affected area with masking
tape, or chalk.
With vertical surfaces (e.g. walls) work from top to bottom,
horizontal surfaces work from edges and corners back toward
centre or exit points (e.g. doorways). Carefully drill holes
around affected tiles - and retain drill hole dust after removing
drill (you will use this to plug the hole afterwards). Use a piece
of paper or card to scrape up or catch falling drill hole dust.
Use a vacuum to remove excess dust from holes if available.
Carefully push needle through hole in the back of the rubber
plug so the needle tip is exposed. Insert the needle fully into
drill hole and push rubber plug against the hole. Depress
trigger and inject for approx 10 seconds per hole. Release
trigger and slowly release pressure on rubber plug. It may be
necessary to drill multiple holes around the perimeter before
locating a void where Stickit can flow freely under the tile. If
Stickit comes out of adjacent holes stop injecting and insert a
matchstick in those holes. Injecting at intervals of approx 50100mm around edges will usually provide sufficient adhesive
to re-bond tile if adhesive cannot flow freely underneath.
Injecting larger amounts of Stickit into floor tiles may raise
level of the tile slightly. Where this occurs, a weight should be
placed on the affected tile/s until dry to ensure the level is the
same as surrounding tiles. Wipe any excess Stickit that may
be ejected from the drill holes when the weight is placed on
the tile. Match sticks may be removed by twisting when dry.
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Where floor tiles have lifted due to
expansion it may be necessary to
remove a line of grout to allow the
tile to sit flat again. Use a grout
removal tool or take a grinding disk
and break in half. Place a straight
edge (eg piece of timber) along the
problem grout joint. Slide ½ grinding disk (flat side down) back and
forth quickly until grout has been
removed.
Wipe up excess Stickit before dry
with a wet rag. Sprinkle drill hole
dust onto injection holes and rub
with finger to disguise hole. Drill
holes may be noticeable immediately after repair but will blend in with
original grout after a short period of
time. Scuffing the entire grout line
gently to remove stained surface
layer will help disguise the injection
points if these are visible upon drying.

APPLICATION
TIMBER JOINTS OR CRACKS
Stickit is a great alternative to PVA style wood glues. Stickit has
better adhesion, bond strength and unlike PVA’s is waterproof.
Insert needle into crack or if possible, drill hole to reach deep into
loose joint. Inject small amount of Stickit and squeeze joint together
and clamp in place. Wipe excess Stickit with a damp rag and allow
to dry.

SQUEAKS IN TIMBER FLOORING
OR LOOSE LAMINATES
Squeaks in Timber flooring/loose laminates – Minor popping or
squeaking sounds in floors can be rectified by injecting Stickit into
the offending area, even when covered with carpet, laminate, or
linoleum. Offending areas are usually found along joists or where
boards/ sheets butt up to an edge. Locate area causing sound by
walking or jumping.
On timber floors use a nail or nail punch to start the drill hole and
ensure you don’t get drill bit wander. Mark area with tape and drill
hole carefully – stop drilling when you drill through the boards or
sheet flooring.
Check drill dust for change in colour/consistency or change in
resistance to indicate when you have drilled through the board and
into the joist or batten. Move your weight as far away from injection
point while injecting to ensure void is fully open to accept Stickit.
Drill holes can be filled with match sticks and trimmed flush with a
sharp knife. Stickit will hold them in place. Colour match stick ends
with a marker pen, touch-up paint or wood stain in a matching
colour to disguise. Note stickit is not a construction adhesive - it will
not provide structural adhesion between surfaces but will create a
flexible rubber cushion to absorb movement.
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APPLICATION
BUBBLES IN PAINT OR WALLPAPER
Wipe whole area with clean damp cloth. Insert needle
carefully into top section of bubble and inject small amount of
Stickit. Massage bubble gently to ensure entire area is well
coated with Stickit. Run finger or plastic wallpaper scraper
from top to bottom, pushing Stickit out the injection hole and
into a clean rag.
Wipe the surface clean with a damp cloth. If the area does not
sit flat after injecting, tape or lean a flat object across the
surface to keep it flush until Stickit cures. Note that repairing
bubbles may leave a small, raised ridge along one edge where
the surface has stretched.

CARPETS AND FABRICS
Carpets and Fabrics – Insert needle through backing into the
void below, while gently lifting or pulling the fabric up. Test
flow rate of Stickit on some newspaper or flat surface - you
are aiming to inject small puddles of Stickit.
For thicker fabrics such as carpet aim for bottle top sizes
puddles, for thinner materials smaller puddles at closer
intervals may provide a better result. As Stickit dries it will
stiffen the fabric or backing so only inject small amounts at
close intervals - do not flood the area.
A better result is achieved by letting the fabric return naturally,
placing a heavy object or pushing onto the injection site will
often result in Stickit soaking the carpet or fabric and the
repair becoming obvious. Note - Test in a small inconspicuous
area first to confirm your method and the result. Carpet tiles
or rubber backed carpets may inhibit curing - test an area first
to ensure Stickit can cure.
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